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Abstract
This work considers the (lowest) common ancestor problem in weighted directed acyclic
graphs. The minimum-weight (lowest) common ancestor of two vertices is the vertex
among the set of (lowest) common ancestors with the smallest ancestral distance. For the
all-pairs minimum-weight common ancestor problem we present an O(nm) algorithm for
arbitrary edge weights which is optimal for sparse graphs and an O(n 2.575 ) algorithm for
dense graphs with moderately bounded edge weights based on matrix multiplication. The
presented solutions to the all-pairs minimum-weight lowest common ancestor problem are
based upon solutions of the all-pairs all lowest common ancestors problem in unweighted
graphs, which represents an upper bound. For the all-pairs all lowest common ancestors
problem we give an O(nmk 2 ) algorithm, with k the bound on the maximum number of
lowest common ancestors for pairs, and an O(nm width(G)) algorithm, where width(G)
is the size of the largest antichain (independent set) in the transitive closure of G. The
ideas are applicable for fast matrix multiplication implying an O(n 3.616 ) algorithm.

1

Introduction

Directed acyclic graphs (dags) are powerful tools for modelling causality systems or other kinds
of entity dependencies. If we think of causal relations among a set of events, natural questions
come up, such as: Which events are entailed by two given events? What is the first event
which is entailed by two given events? In dags, these questions can be answered by computing
common ancestors (CAs), i.e., vertices that are reachable via any path from each of the given
vertices, and computing lowest common ancestors (LCAs), i.e., those common ancestors that
are not reachable from any other common ancestor of the two given vertices.
Although LCA algorithms for general dags are indispensable computational primitives, they
have been found an independent subject of studies only recently [5, 16]. There is a lot of
sophisticated work devoted to LCA computations for the special case of trees (see, e.g., [14, 21,
5]), but due to the limited expressive power of trees they are often applicable only in restrictive
or over-simplified settings. In [5], a list of examples can be found where LCA queries on dags
are necessary. We add two more applications.
A first one concerns phylogenetic networks. LCA algorithms have been frequently used in
the context of phylogenetic trees, i.e., trees that depict the ancestor relations of species, genes,
1

or features. Bacteria obtain a large portion of their genetic diversity through the acquisition of
distantly related organisms, via horizontal gene transfer (HGT) or recombination. While views
as to the extent of HGT and cross species recombination in bacteria differ, it is widely accepted
that they are among the main processes driving prokaryotic evolution and are (with random
mutations) mainly responsible for the development of antibiotic resistance. Such evolutionary
developments cannot be modeled by trees, and thus there has been an increasing interest in
phylogenetic dag networks and appropriate analysis methods [18, 17, 19]. Unfortunately, many
of the established approaches from phylogenetic trees cannot trivially be extended to dags.
This is particularly true for the computation of ancestor relationships.
A second application is related to Network protocols. Currently, Internet inter-domain
routing is mainly done using the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). BGP allows participating
autonomous systems to announce and withdraw routable paths over physical connections with
their neighbors. This process is governed by local routing policies which are rationally based
on commercial relationships between autonomous systems. It has been recognized that, even
if globally well-configurated, these local policies have a critical influence on routing stability
and quality [13, 12]. An orientation of the underlying connectivity graph imposed by customerto-provider relations can be viewed as a dag. Routes through the Internet have the typical
structure of uphill and downhill parts to the left and right of a top provider in the middle
of the route (see, e.g., [11]). Computing such top providers, which are just CAs and LCAs,
is needed for reliability or efficiency analyses. In some experimental setting, we have a small
Internet sample (taken from supplementary material for [23]) which constitutes a dag with
11,256 vertices and 13,655 edges. Finding top providers for each of the 63,343,140 pairs makes
fast CA and LCA algorithms an issue.
In this paper, we continue the study of efficient LCA computation by considering the
weighted problem versions, which are not covered by the recent work in [5, 16]. More precisely, we are interested in computing, on a given weighted dag, for each pair of vertices those
CAs or LCAs that have in total the shortest distance to both vertices of the pair. We call
these problems All-Pairs Min-Weight CA and All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA, respectively. Weights are of importance as most phylogenetic networks do define some type of evolutionary distances between species. In the Internet, weights model communication costs or
traffic loads.
Results. We summarize the technical contributions of this paper.
All-Pairs Min-Weight CA: We use two types of algorithms—one based on dynamic
programming and another based on matrix multiplication. Dynamic programming yields an
O(nm) algorithm for a dag having n vertices, m edges, and arbitrary edge weights. This algorithm has optimal running time on sparse dags. Using fast matrix multiplication for computing
all-pairs shortest distances leads to an algorithm with time complexity of O(n2.575 ) on dags
with n vertices and small integer weights. To obtain this algorithm, we adapt techniques to
identify witnesses for shortest paths (see [22, 27]).
All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA: We approach this problem by designing algorithms for
the All-Pairs All LCA problem, i.e., the problem of computing for all pairs of vertices
of a dag, the set of all LCAs. This problem is a computational upper bound. We describe
a dynamic-programming-based algorithm for All-Pairs All LCA, generally achieving only
the trivial upper bound O(n2 m) but which allows modification to an O(nmk 2 ) algorithm,
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where k is a bound on the maximum size of LCA sets. We further use Dilworth’s theorem to devise a well-scaling algorithm with running time O(nm width(G)), where width(G)
is the size of the largest antichain (independent set) in the transitive closure of G. This approach is also applicable for fast matrix multiplication implying an O(n3.616 ) algorithm. Although there is an information-theoretic gap of factor n between the matrix representations
for All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA and All-Pairs All LCA (a Θ(n2 )-space matrix versus
a worst-case Θ(n3 )-space matrix), we do not know how to avoid using All-Pairs All LCA.
Note that after computing the LCA matrices query times are all O(1).
Related work. LCA algorithms have been extensively studied in the context of trees with
most of the research rooted in [1, 24]. The first optimal algorithm for the all-pairs LCA problem
in trees, with linear preprocessing time and constant query time, was given in [14]. The same
asymptotics was reached using a simpler and parallelizable algorithm in [21]. Recently, a
reduction to range minimum queries has been used to obtain a further simplification with
optimal bounds on running time [5]. More algorithmic variants can be found in, e.g., [6, 26,
25, 7].
In the more general case of dags, a pair of nodes may have more than one LCA, which leads
to the distinction of representative versus all LCA solutions. In early research both versions
still coincide by considering dags with each pair having at most one LCA. Extending the work
on LCAs in trees, in [20], an algorithm was described with linear preprocessing and constant
query time for the LCA problem on arbitrarily directed trees (or, causal polytrees). Another
solution was given in [2], where the representative problem in the context of object inheritance
lattices was studied. The approach in [2], which is based on poset embeddings into boolean
lattices yielded O(n3 ) preprocessing and O(log n) query time on lower semilattices.
The representative LCA problem on general dags has been recently studied in [5, 16]. Both
works rely on fast matrix multiplications (currently the fastest known algorithm needs Õ(nω ),
1
ω+3
with ω < 2.376 [8]) to achieve Õ(n 2 ) [5] and Õ(n2+ 4−ω ) [16] preprocessing time on dags with
n nodes and m edges. For sparse dags, in [16], an O(nm) algorithm has been presented as well.

2

Preliminaries

Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph with a weight function w : E → . Throughout this work
we denote by n the number of vertices and by m the number of edges. G is a directed acyclic
graph (dag) if and only if G contains no cycles. We say G is unweighted if w : E → c for some
constant c ∈ and weighted otherwise. Let TC(G) denote the transitive closure of G, i.e., the
graph having an edge (u, v) if v is reachable from u over some directed path in G.
A dag G = (V, E) imposes a partial ordering on the vertex set. Let N be a bijection from V
into {1, . . . , n}. N is said to be a topological ordering if N (u) < N (v) whenever v is reachable
from u in G. Such an ordering is consistent with the partial ordering of the vertex set imposed
by the dag. A value N (v) is said to be the topological number of v with respect to N . Observe
that a graph G is a dag if and only if it allows some topological ordering (folklore result).
Moreover, a topological ordering can be found in time O(n + m) [9]: perform a depth-firstsearch on G and insert each finished vertex at the front of a linked list. Then, the order of the
vertices in the list from left to right is a topological ordering. For technical reasons, we assume
3

N (nil) = 0 throughout this work. We usually consider dags equipped with some topological
ordering. In such cases we often omit the ordering.
Let G = (V, E) be a dag and x, y, z ∈ V . The vertex z is a common ancestor (CA) of x
and y if both x and y are reachable from z, i.e., (z, x) and (z, y) are in the transitive closure
of G. By CA(x, y), we denote the set of all CAs of x and y. A vertex z is a lowest common
ancestor (LCA) of x and y if and only if z ∈ CA(x, y) and for each z 0 ∈ V with (z, z 0 ) ∈ E we
have z 0 6∈ CA(x, y). LCA(x, y) denotes the set of all LCAs of x and y.

3

The All-Pairs Minimum-Weight CA Problem

In this section we consider the problem of finding minimum-weight common ancestors for each
pair of vertices. More specifically, we define the following problem:
Problem:
Input:
Output:

All-Pairs Min-Weight CA
A dag G = (V, E) with weight function w : E →
An array M of size n×n such that for all pairs of vertices x, y ∈ V , M [x, y] =
argminz∈CA(x,y) dG (z, x)+dG (z, y); if CA(x, y) = ∅ for some vertex pair (x, y),
then M [x, y] = nil. (Ties are arbitrarily broken.)

Note that we want to compute vertices and not only ancestral distances. By computing all-pairs
shortest distances of G, this information is easily deduced from the matrix M .

3.1

Applying Dynamic Programming

The first approach is based on a simple dynamic-programming technique for the closely related
All-Pairs Representative LCA problem [5]: on a given unweighted dag G = (V, E),
compute an array R of size n × n where R[x, y] = z is an LCA of x and y, if one exists. Like the
algorithms in [5, 16], our algorithm outputs the vertex z with the highest topological number
N (z) among all CAs as a representative. We will refer to a vertex z which has the maximal
topological number N (z) among all vertices in a set as the rightmost vertex.
Proposition 1. [5, 16] Let G = (V, E) be a dag and let N be a topological ordering. Furthermore, let x, y ∈ V be vertices with a non-empty set of CAs. If z ∈ V is the rightmost vertex in
CA(x, y), then z is an LCA of x and y.
Lemma 2 is more specific to dynamic programming solutions of ancestor problems.
Lemma 2. Let G = (V, E) be a dag and let x, y ∈ V be any pair of vertices. Furthermore, let
z be the rightmost LCA of x and y.
1. If (x, y) ∈ TC(G) then z = x.
2. If (x, y) ∈
/ TC(G) then the following holds: Let x1 , . . . , xk be the parents of x. Let
z1 , . . . , zk be the rightmost LCAs of the pairs (x1 , y), . . . , (xk , y). Then z is the rightmost
vertex in {z1 , . . . , zk }.
4

Algorithm 1: All-Pairs Representative LCA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Input: A dag G = (V, E)
Output: An array R of size n × n where R[x, y] is an LCA of x and y
begin
Initialize R[x, y] ← nil
Compute the transitive closure TC(G) of G
Compute a topological ordering N
foreach v ∈ V in ascending order of N (v) do
foreach (v, x) ∈ E do
foreach y ∈ V with N (y) ≥ N (v) do
if (x, y) ∈ TC(G) then R[x, y] ← x
else if N (R[v, y]) > N (R[x, y]) then R[x, y] ← R[v, y]
end
end
end
end

Proof. If (x, y) ∈ TC(G), x is the only LCA of x and y and hence the rightmost. This proves
the first statement.
For the second statement, set Z = {z1 , . . . , zk } where the zi ’s are vertices as described, under
the assumption that (x, y) ∈
/ TC(G). We only have to show that z ∈ Z since Z ⊆ CA(x, y).
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that z ∈
/ Z. Since z 6= x, there is a path from z to x
which includes some parent x` , 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, of x. Observe that z is a CA of x` and y and z` is a
CA of x and y. Recall that the rightmost CA is an LCA. Since z 6= z` , we have N (z) 6= N (z` ).
Assume first that N (z) > N (z` ). This contradicts the assumption that z` is the rightmost LCA
of x` and y. On the other hand, if N (z) < N (z` ), z cannot be the rightmost LCA of x and y.
It follows that z ∈ Z.
Algorithm 1 is directly based on Proposition 1 and Lemma 2.
Theorem 3. Algorithm 1 solves All-Pairs Representative LCA in time O(nm).
Proof. The correctness follows from Lemma 2. Observe that in Line 6 the rightmost LCA of
(v, y) is already determined since the vertices are visited in topological order, i.e., all parents
of v are already processed. The running time of the above algorithm is clearly O(nm). The
preprocessing steps can be implemented in time O(nm). Then, every edge is considered exactly
once and for each edge (v, x) the entry R[x, y] is updated in constant time. This amounts also
to O(nm) total expense.
We turn our attention to All-Pairs Min-Weight CA. The problem is related to computing the shortest ancestral distance of two vertices. Let dG (u, v) be the shortest distance of
two vertices u, v in G. For two vertices x, y and their CA z, the ancestral distance of x and
y with respect to z is dG (z, x) + dG (z, y). The minimum-weight CA minimizes the ancestral
distance. A naive solution is as follows:
1. Compute the all-pairs shortest distance matrix D of G.
5

Algorithm 2: All-Pairs Min-Weight CA
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Input: A dag G = (V, E) with a weight function w : E →
Output: An array M of size n × n where M [x, y] is a minimum-weight CA of x and y
begin
Compute the all-pairs shortest-distance matrix D of G
Compute a topological ordering N
foreach (x, y) with D[x, y] < ∞ do
M [x, y] ← x
end
foreach v ∈ V in ascending order of N (v) do
foreach (v, x) ∈ E do
foreach y ∈ V with N (y) ≥ N (v) do
if D[M [v, y], x] + D[M [v, y], y] < D[M [x, y], y] + D[M [x, y], y] then
M [x, y] ← M [v, y]
end
end
end
end
end

2. For each pair x, y choose z such that D[z, x] + D[z, y] is minimized.
As the all-pairs shortest-distance matrix of a dag can be computed for arbitrary edge weights
in time O(nm) (see [9] for more details) and the second step takes time O(n) for each pair once
the shortest distances are known, the naive solution takes time O(n3 ).
We give an O(nm) dynamic programming solution to All-Pairs Min-Weight CA which
is similar to Algorithm 1. The following proposition describes the structure of the dynamicprogramming matrix.
Proposition 4. Let G = (V, E) be a weighted dag and let x, y be two vertices that have at least
one CA. Furthermore, let x1 , . . . , xk be the parents of x and let Z = {z1 , . . . , zk } be the set of the
corresponding minimum-weight CAs of (xi , y) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then, for the minimum-weight
CA z of x and y it holds that z = argminz 0 ∈Z∪{x} dG (z 0 , x) + dG (z 0 , y) .
Theorem 5. Algorithm 2 solves All-Pairs Min-Weight CA in time O(nm).
Proof. The analysis is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. The correctness follows from Proposition 4: since vertices are visited in ascending topological order, the minimum weight CA of
(v, y) has already been determined at the first visit of edge (v, y) in Line 8. Finally, the running
time is clearly O(nm), because Line 2 can be achieved in time O(nm), as mentioned before.

3.2

Applying Fast Matrix-Multiplication

As mentioned above, there is a close relationship between minimum-weight CAs and shortest
ancestral distances. Moreover, it is possible to reduce the problem of computing shortest
ancestral distances to the All-Pairs Shortest-Distance problem in dags. The reduction is
6

inspired by ideas from [5]. There are classes of dags on which All-Pairs Shortest-Distance
can be solved in time o(nm). As an example of such a class, consider dags with small integer
weights and m = ω(n1+µ ), where µ satisfies ω(1, µ, 1) = 1 + 2µ and ω(1, µ, 1) is the exponent
of the algebraic multiplication of an n × nµ matrix with an nµ × n matrix. Currently, the best
available bounds [8] imply µ < 0.575 (see [27] for more details). However, it is not obvious how
to derive the minimum-weight CAs from shortest ancestral distances. Our approach is based
on ideas in [22, 27] used for computing witnesses for shortest paths. A detailed description of
the reduction and the identification of minimum-weight CAs is given in the proof of Theorem
6
Theorem 6. Let A be any All-Pairs Shortest-Distance algorithm with running time
tA (n, m) on weighted dags with n vertices and m edges. Then, there is an algorithm for
All-Pairs Min-Weight CA with running time Õ(tA (n, m) + n2 ). Here, tA is required to
satisfy tA (O(n), O(m)) = O(tA (n, m)).
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a dag with weight function w : E → . Let G = (V , E) be the
reflected graph of G with weight function w : E → , where for each x ∈ V there is a vertex
x ∈ V , (x, y) ∈ E ⇔ (y, x) ∈ E, and w(x, y) = w(y, x). Further, let G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) be the
following graph with weight function w 0 : set V = {1, . . . , n} and set V = {2n + 1, . . . , 3n},
i.e., 2n + k ∈ V is the corresponding vertex of k ∈ V for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Let additionally
VC = {n + 1, . . . , 2n} be a set of vertices representing edges between V and V . Define EC =
{ (i, n + i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n } ∪ { (n + i, 2n + i) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n }. Then,
V 0 =def V ∪ VC ∪ V ,
E 0 =def E ∪ E ∪ EC ,
and
0

w (x, y) =def


 w(x, y)
w(x, y)

0

if (x, y) ∈ E,
if (x, y) ∈ E,
if (x, y) ∈ EC .

The graph G0 (see Figure 1) is structurally similar to the graph used in [5] for computing
representative LCAs. However, we represent edges between vertex pairs (u, u) by additional
vertices and use original edge weights. It is easy to see that
dG0 (i, 2n + j) =

min dG (z, i) + dG (z, j),

z∈CA(i,j)

i.e., the distance between i and 2n + j in G0 equals the ancestral distance between i and j in
G for all vertices i, j ∈ V . Obviously, the graph G0 can be constructed in time O(n + m).
Now let A be an All-Pairs Shortest-Distance algorithm for weighted dags. Given a
dag G = (V, E) we can construct the graph G0 , solve All-Pairs Shortest-Distance on G0
using Algorithm A and then construct the n × n ancestral-distance matrix D of G with
D[i, j] = dG0 (i, 2n + j)
for all i, j ∈ V . The overall process takes time O(tA (3n, 2m + 2n)). However, we cannot
directly read off the minimum weight ancestors themselves. Instead, we make use of techniques
7
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Figure 1: Solving All-Pairs Min-Weight CA with All-Pairs Shortest-Distance.
Dashed lines have weight zero.
described in [27] to compute witnesses for distance products. This only adds a polylogarithmic
factor to the overall running time.
The main idea behind the witnesses construction is the following: Suppose, G00 is a graph
in which one of the vertices from VC , say the vertex n + k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, is contained, but all
other vertices from VC and all their adjacent edges are deleted. Further, let D 0 and D 00 be the
distance matrices of G0 and G00 , respectively. Apparently, for all pairs i, j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
dG00 (i, 2n + j) = dG0 (i, 2n + j) implies that k lies on some shortest path from i to 2n + j
in G0 and, by construction of G0 , that k lies on some shortest ancestral path in G. Thus,
we could find all pairs i, j ∈ V such that k is minimum-weight CA of i and j by solving
the All-Pairs Shortest-Distance probem on G00 and comparing D 00 with D 0 , element by
element. Alas, trying all vertices from VC = {n + 1, . . . , 2n} one by one would yield O(n)
All-Pairs Shortest-Distance computations on a graph on Ω(n) vertices with Ω(m) edges.
In the following we outline a randomized approach. Assume that a pair i, j ∈ V has exactly
c minimum weight CAs. We first describe how to sample a subset VC0 ⊆ VC (which represents
the candidates for minimum weight CAs in G) such that there is only one candidate in VC0 for
the pair i, j with constant positive probability. Let d ∈ satisfy n2 ≤ c · d ≤ n and suppose that
we draw VC0 as a multiset of size d uniformly at random from {n + 1, . . . , 2n} with repetition.
1
. This holds
The probability of choosing exactly one of the c ancestors into VC0 is greater than 2e
n
for each pair which has c minimum weight CAs such that 2 ≤ c · d ≤ n, independently. By
2e −1
amplification, we increase the probability for each pair to 1 − n1 . Construct d(log 2e−1
) log ne
0
such candidate multisets VC of size d each. Then, the probability that in none of these sets
2e
)−1 log ne
1 d(log 2e−1
≤ n1 ,
there is exactly one of the c minimum weight CAs is less than (1 − 2e
)
for each pair independently. Finally, letting d range from 1 to dlog ne makes sure that the
condition n2 ≤ c · d ≤ n is satisfied for each pair with c minimum weight CAs at least once with
the desired probability.
Next we show how to find all unique minimum weight CAs in a candidate set VC0 . For all
pairs i, j ∈ V such that there is exactly one minimum weight CA k in VC0 , we can construct k
deterministically as follows: for all 1 ≤ ` ≤ dlog ne, let I` be the set of all indices n + k in VC0
such that the `-th bit in the binary representation of k is one. Further, let G(`) be the graph
G0 , containing all vertices v ∈ VC0 ∩ I` , but with all other vertices from VC and all their adjacent
edges removed. Let D (`) denote the distance matrix of G(`) . Again, D (`) [i, j] = D 0 [i, j] if and
only if the `-th bit of k is one. Also, the (unique) minimum weight CA of i and j in G must
8

have its `-th bit equal to one, too. Hence all unique minimum-weight CAs in VC0 can be found
by computing dlog ne distance matrices D (`) and comparing them to D.
2e −1
Thus, by choosing d(log 2e−1
) (log n)2 e candidate sets each of size at most n and carrying
out O(log n) All-Pairs Shortest-Distance computations for each set, it follows that the
probability that the number of pairs for which no candidate is found is greater than d(log n)3 e
is less than γ n for some positive γ < 1 by applying a Chernoff bound. For the remaining
such pairs, we simply test all possible ancestors. This postprocessing takes time O((log n) 3 ·
n2 ) in expectation. The above can be derandomized by the method of c-wise ε-independent
random variables (see [3] for more details). The derandomized approach takes O((log n) 6 )
All-Pairs Shortest-Distance computations and the theorem follows.
Corollary 7. All-Pairs Min-Weight CA can be solved in time Õ(n2+µ ), restricted to dags
with integer weights from the integer interval (−n3−ω , n3−ω ), where µ satisfies ω(1, µ, 1) = 1+2µ
and ω = ω(1, µ, 1) is the exponent of the algebraic multiplication of an n × n µ matrix with an
nµ × n matrix.
From the above-mentioned, currently best bound for µ, we obtain an O(n2.575 ) algorithm
for All-Pairs Min-Weight CA for moderate integral edge weights.

4

The All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA Problem

In this section we consider the minimum-weight lowest common ancestor problem.
Problem:
Input:
Output:

4.1

All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA
A dag G = (V, E) with weight function w : E →
An array L of size n × n such that for all pairs of vertices x, y ∈ V , L[x, y] =
argminz∈LCA(x,y) dG (z, x) + dG (z, y); if LCA(x, y) = ∅ for some vertex pair
(x, y), then L[x, y] = nil. (Ties are arbitrarily broken.)

Solving the All-Pairs All LCA Problem

A generic solution for finding minimum-weight lowest common ancestors uses a solution of the
All-Pairs All LCA problem which is defined as follows: on a given dag G = (V, E), compute
an array A of size n × n such that A[x, y] = LCA(x, y). We suppose that LCA sets are stored as
lists in the matrix A. We give the following generic solution for All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA:
1. Solve All-Pairs Shortest-Distance on dag G (understood as a weighted dag).
2. Solve All-Pairs All LCA on dag G (understood as an unweighted dag).

3. For each pair (x, y) choose in time O kLCA(x, y)k the vertex z ∈ LCA(x, y) which
minimizes the ancestral distance dG (z, x) + dG (z, y) and set L[x, y] = z.
The main part of the forthcoming is dedicated to the problem of finding all LCAs of all vertex
pairs. From
in
 problem, the minimum-weight LCA can be readily derived
P a solution to this
3
time O
x,y∈V kLCA(x, y)k . A trivial lower bound for All-Pairs All LCA is Ω(n ), even
for dags with m = O(n), as can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Sparse dags with an Ω(n ) total number of LCAs
Theorem 8. Let A be an algorithm that solves All-Pairs All LCA in time tA (n, m). Then,
All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA can be solved in time O(tA (n, m)).
Since all upper bounds for algorithms for All-Pairs All LCA apply to algorithms for
All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA, we concern ourselves with All-Pairs All LCA solely. Note
that in contrast, it is not clear whether it is possible to compute minimum-weight LCAs without
implicitly solving All-Pairs All LCA.
The definition of LCAs immediately yields several O(n2 m) algorithms. A rather trivial one,
first, computes the transitive closure of G in O(nm). Then, it determines for every vertex z
and every pair (x, y) in time O(out-deg(z)) if z is an LCA of (x, y). Amazingly, this trivial
algorithm is optimal on sparse dags.
We proceed by giving an O(n2 m) dynamic programming approach which is more suitable
for later use. This algorithm adopts ideas from Algorithm 1. Recall that z ∈ CA(x, y) is an
LCA of x and y if there is no other vertex z 0 ∈ CA(x, y) such that (z, z 0 ) ∈ TC(G). The
following is a generalization of Lemma 2.
Lemma 9. Let G = (V, E) be any dag. Let x and y be vertices of G. Let x1 , . . . , xk be the
parents of x and S the union of the sets LCA(x` , y) for all 1 ≤ ` ≤ k.
1. If (x, y) ∈ TC(G) then LCA(x, y) = {x}.
2. If (x, y) ∈
/ TC(G) then LCA(x, y) ⊆ S. More specifically, for all v ∈ V it holds that
v ∈ LCA(x, y) if and only if v ∈ S and for all v 0 ∈ S, (v, v 0 ) ∈
/ TC(G).
Proof. Case 1 is trivial. For Case 2 let z be an arbitrary LCA of x and y. Observe that all
vertices in S are CAs of x and y. Hence, we only have to show that z ∈ S. Suppose for the
sake of contradiction that z ∈
/ S. Then, there is a path from z to x through some parent x` of
x. Thus, z is a CA of x` and y. By assumption, z is not an LCA of x` and y. This implies,
that there is a witness z` which is an LCA of x` and y and which is reachable from z. Yet as
stated above, every CA of x` and y is also a CA of x and y. Hence, z` is also a witness to the
fact that z is not an LCA of x and y contradicting our assumption.
Lemma 9 is implemented by Algorithm 3 in the following way. The set LCA(x, y) is iteratively constructed by merging the sets LCA(x` , y). In the merging steps, all those vertices are
discarded that are predecessors of some other vertices in the set.
Since the vertices are visited in increasing order with respect to a topological ordering N ,
the sets A[v, y] are finally determined by the time that v is visited. All parents of v are visited
before x. This establishes the correctness of Algorithm 3.
Proposition 10. Let tmerge (n1 , n2 ) be an upper bound for the time needed by one merge operation on sets of sizes n1 and n2 . Then, Algorithm 3 takes time O(nm tmerge (n, n)).
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Algorithm 3: All-Pairs All LCA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Input: A dag G = (V, E)
Output: An array A of size n × n where A[x, y] is the set of all LCAs of x and y
begin
Compute the transitive closure TC(G) of G
Compute a topological ordering N
foreach v ∈ V in ascending order of N (v) do
foreach y ∈ V with N (v) < N (y) do
if (v, y) ∈ TC(G) then A[v, y] ← {v}
end
foreach (v, x) ∈ E do
foreach y ∈ V with N (x) < N (y) do
if (x, y) ∈ TC(G) then A[x, y] ← {x}
else A[x, y] ← Merge(A[v, y], A[x, y])
end
end
end
end

Next we show how to implement the merge operation in Line 15. Let S1 and S2 be the
two sets that are to be merged into one set S. Recall that a vertex s1 ∈ S1 is retained in S if
there is no vertex s2 ∈ S2 that is reachable from s1 and vice versa. Hence, naively, we could
simply check this
 by a transitive closure look-up. To this end, a merge operation takes time
O kS1 k · kS2 k . For large sets, this can be improved to O(n) as follows. Along with each set
S keep a forbidden set S̃, where v ∈ S̃ if and only if there exists a vertex s ∈ S such that s
is reachable from v. Then, a vertex s1 ∈ S1 is retained if s1 ∈
/ S˜2 . If the forbidden sets are
maintained as bitvectors, this can
 be checked in constant time and two sets S1 and S2 can be
merged in time O kS1 k + kS2 k to a new set S. The bottleneck of this merge operation is
updating the forbidden set S̃ which is done by a bitwise-or combination of S˜1 and S˜2 , thus, the
merge operation takes time Θ(n).
Corollary 11. Algorithm 3 using refined merging solves All-Pairs All LCA in time O(n 2 m).
The advantage of this dynamic-programming-based algorithm over the trivial one is that if
we can upper bound the size k of the sets LCA(x, y) for each pair of √
two vertices x, y ∈ V then
we have a better upper bound on the running time whenever k = o( n). In such cases we use
naive merging.
Corollary 12. Algorithm 3 can be modified such that it solves the All-Pairs All LCA problem in time O (nmk 2 ) where k is the maximum cardinality of LCA sets.
Note that if we do not know k in advance, we can decide online which merging strategy to
use, without changing the asymptotical run-time: start Algorithm 3 with naive merging until
a vertex is reached in Line 4 having more LCAs with some neighbor vertex (Line 10) than
prescribed by some threshold. If this happens start the algorithm anew with refined merging.
As an immediate consequence we obtain fast algorithms for testing lattice-theoretic properties of posets represented by dags.
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Figure 3: Bad graph for naive merging
Corollary 13. Testing whether a given dag is a lower semilattice, an upper semilattice, or a
lattice can be done in time O(nm).
Naturally, in this context, the question arises if it is advantageous to use naive merging if
the average cardinality k of the LCA sets is bounded. That is, is the running time of Algorithm
3 in o(n2 m) in this case? However, even for k ≤ c for a constant c, the answer is “no”, as the
graph in Figure 3 shows. After processing the vertex v the sets LCA(w, y) are of size Ω(n) for
all w ∈ V 0 . Next, we consider only merging steps between two vertices of V 0 . Observe that we
merge along edges. Since there are Ω(m) edges among vertices of V 0 , these merge operations
alone amount to Ω(n2 m) if implemented naively. On the other hand, it is easy to see that the
average size of the LCA sets is bounded by a constant in this example.
To summarize, we conclude with algorithmic bounds for the minimum-weight LCA problem.
Note that no restrictions on edge weights are made.
Corollary 14. All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA can be solved in time O(min{n2 m, nmk 2 })
where k is the maximum cardinality of all LCA sets.

4.2

Scaling with Maximum Antichains

Let G = (V, E) be a dag. Let V 0 be a subset of V . We call V 0 an antichain if no vertex in V 0 is
reachable from another vertex in V 0 . That means that no two vertices of V 0 are comparable with
respect to the partial order imposed by a dag. A maximum antichain of G is a set V 0 ⊆ V such
that V 0 is an antichain of maximal cardinality. The width of a dag G, denoted by width(G), is
the size of a maximum antichain in dag G. Observe that a maximum antichain is a maximum
independent set of the transitive closure. Moreover, the sets LCA(x, y) naturally are antichains
by definition. In particular, their sizes are bounded from above by width(G).
In contrast to Algorithm 3, which scales quadratically with the size of LCA sets, we give
an algorithm for All-Pairs All LCA that scales linearly with the width of dags. It is based
on solutions for All-Pairs Representative LCA. We outline our approach.
Suppose we are given a vertex z and want to determine all pairs x, y for which z is an
LCA. To this end, we employ an All-Pairs Representative LCA algorithm on G. Obviously, if z is a representative LCA of x, y then z ∈ LCA(x, y). Thus, if we could force the
All-Pairs Representative LCA algorithm to return z as a representative LCA for x, y
whenever z is an LCA of x and y, we could answer the above question by solving the representative LCA problem. This can be done as follows.
For a dag G = (V, E) and a vertex z ∈ V , let N ∗ (z) denote the maximal number of z in any
topological ordering of G. It is easily seen that a topological ordering N satisfies N (z) = N ∗ (z)
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if and only if for all x ∈ V such that N (x) ≥ N (z), x is reachable from z. This immediately
implies a linear-time algorithm to find a corresponding ordering.
Proposition 15. A topological ordering realizing N ∗ (z) for any vertex z in a dag can be computed in time O(n + m).
Proof. Given a dag G = (V, E), remove vertex set {z} ∪ { x | x is reachable from z in G } from
V , topologically sort the dag (via DFS) induced by the remaining vertices arbitrarily, topologically sort the dag induced by the removed vertices arbitrarily (via DFS), and concatenate both
vertex lists each of which is ordered ascendingly with respect to the topological numbers.
If we fix a vertex z’s number maximizing topological ordering, then z is the rightmost CA
of all vertex pairs (x, y) such that z ∈ LCA(x, y). Now clearly, our strategy is to iterate for
each x ∈ V over the orderings that maximize N ∗ (x). Note that the o(n3 ) algorithms in [5, 16]
as well as Algorithm 1 naturally return the vertex z with the highest number N (z) (for a
fixed topological ordering) among all LCAs of any pair (x, y). This leads to Algorithm 4 and
Theorem 16.
1

Theorem 16. Algorithm 4 solves All-Pairs All LCA in time Õ(min{n3+ 4−ω , n2 m}), where
ω is the exponent of the algebraic multiplication of two n × n Boolean matrices.
Proof. The first bound is from [16]. The second bound is from the dynamic programming
approach in Corollary 11.
As it is currently known that ω < 2.376, we have an O(n3.616 ) algorithm on dense dags.
A key observation is that an algorithm for All-Pairs Representative LCA that outputs, with respect to a fixed topological ordering N , the vertex with the highest number as a
representative LCA, does it for all z with N (z) = N ∗ (z) in parallel. We aim at maximizing
topological numbers simultaneously for as many vertices as possible. This can easily be reached
for vertices in paths.
Proposition 17. A topological ordering maximizing N ∗ (z) for all vertices z in any path p of
a dag G simultaneously, can be computed in time O(n + m). Moreover, this can be done for all
vertex subsets of the given path p.
Proof. Iteratively use the algorithm described in the proof of Proposition 15 starting at the tail
of the path and going to the head. In case of a vertex subset, iterate only over vertices from
the given set.
This proposition implies that given such an ordering, it is possible to process a path p in
only one iteration of the algorithm, i.e., only one call of an algorithm for All-Pairs Representative LCA is needed for the vertices in p. Thus, we can reduce the running time if we
minimize the number of paths to be processed.
For a dag G = (V, E), a path cover P of G is a set of paths in G such for every v ∈ V there
exists at least one path p ∈ P such that v lies on p. A minimal path cover is a path cover P such
that kPk is minimized. We briefly sketch how to find a minimal path cover in a dag G = (V, E).
First, we compute the transitive closure of G in time O(n2.376 ) and construct a bipartite graph
G0 = (V1 ] V2 , E) with V1 = V2 = V and E = {{v, w} | v ∈ V1 , w ∈ V2 and (v, w) ∈ TC(G)} .
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Algorithm 4: All-Pairs All LCA using LCA representatives

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

Input: A dag G = (V, E)
Output: An array A of size n × n where A[x, y] is the set of all LCAs of x and y
begin
foreach z ∈ V do
Compute a topological ordering N such that N (z) is maximal
Solve All-Pairs Representative LCA using any algorithm that returns the LCA
with highest topological number as representative and get array R
foreach (x, y) with R[x, y] = z do A[x, y] ← A[x, y] ∪ {z} (by multiset-union)
end
Remove elements of multiplicity greater than one from A[x, y] for all x, y ∈ V
end

A maximum bipartite matching M in G0 can be found in time O(n2.5 ) applying the HopcroftKarp algorithm [15]. We use M to construct a path cover by repeatedly exploring along the
matching edges starting at the unmatched vertices of V2 . For more details see [4] where another
algorithm for minimal path covers with running time O(nm) using dynamic trees is described.
Thus, minimal path covers of dags can be computed in time O(min{nm, n2.5 }). This suggests
Algorithm 5. Note that we do not compute an exact path cover of G but rather of TC(G),
which is enough for our purposes by Proposition 17.
Actually, Algorithm 5 is an improvement over Algorithm 4 if we know that, on the one
hand, the size of a minimal path cover is an upper bound on LCA set-sizes, and at most n on
the other hand. Fortunately, the famous Dilworth’s Theorem [10] does exactly this.
Lemma 18. [10] Let G be any dag. Then, width(G) equals the size of a minimal path cover of
G.
Indeed, we need both directions of Dilworth’s theorem to obtain the following theorem.
1

Theorem 19. Algorithm 5 solves All-Pairs All LCA in Õ min{n2+ 4−ω · width(G), nm ·
width(G)}) time where ω is the exponent of the algebraic multiplication of two n × n Boolean
matrices.
Algorithm 5 elegantly scales with dag widths automatically without saying which algorithmic branch should be used as it is necessary for scaling with maximum LCA set-sizes. However,
Theorem 19 does not yield as many benefits as may be expected. For instance, rooted binary
trees can be viewed as dags. The width of a tree is the number of its leaves which is in fully
binary trees Ω(n). In contrast to this, each pair has exactly one LCA. As another example, in
the experimental setting of Internet dags mentioned in the introductory section, we obtained a
width of 9,604 (i.e., there is an antichain containing around 85% of all vertices), a maximum
LCA set-size of 27, and an average LCA set-size of 9.66. All this shows that improving our
algorithms towards a linear-scaling behavior with respect to LCA set-sizes is essential.
To sum up we conclude with algorithmic bounds for the minimum-weight LCA problem.
Note that the weight restrictions in the second part of the statement are caused by computing
all-pairs shortest distances using fast matrix multiplication.
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Algorithm 5: All-Pairs All LCA using LCA representatives (improved)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Input: A dag G = (V, E)
Output: An array A of size n × n where A[x, y] is the set of all LCAs of x and y
begin
Compute a transitive closure TC(G) of G
Compute a minimal path cover P of TC(G)
foreach p ∈ P do
Compute a topological ordering N such that N (z) is maximal for all vertices of p
Solve All-Pairs Representative LCA with respect to N and get array R
foreach (x, y) with R[x, y] = z and z ∈ P do
A[x, y] ← A[x, y] ∪ {z} (by multiset-union)
end
end
Remove elements of multiplicity greater than one from A[x, y] for all x, y ∈ V
end

1

Corollary 20. All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA can be solved in time Õ min{n2+ 4−ω ·width(G),
nm · width(G)}) where ω is the exponent of the algebraic matrix multiplication of two n × n
Boolean matrices. For the first bound, i.e., on dense dags, edge weights are limited to the in0
0
teger interval (−n3−ω , n3−ω ), where ω 0 = ω(1, µ, 1) is the exponent of the multiplication of an
n × nµ matrix with an nµ × n matrix and µ satisfies ω(1, µ, 1) = 1 + 2µ.

5

Conclusion and Open Problems

We have described and efficiently solved all-pairs ancestor problems on weighted dags both for
sparse and dense instances. All-Pairs Min-Weight CA is widely understood. On sparse
graphs our solution is optimal, and on dense graphs the gap between All-Pairs Shortest
Distance and All-Pairs Min-Weight CA is shown to be at most polylogarithmic. On the
other hand, our algorithms for All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA exhibit nice scaling properties.
Moreover, upper bounds for the scaling factors beautifully coincide by Dilworth’s theorem.
However, we are left with intriguing open questions:
1. Is it possible to solve the All-Pairs Min-Weight LCA problem without solving the
All-Pairs All LCA problem?
2. Can we devise an algorithm that scales linearly in the size k of the maximal LCA set?
Acknowledgements. We thank Benjamin Hummel for providing us with experimental data on
Internet graphs.
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